




















































































































Important Useful Important Essential
Enable	administrators	to
export	items	to	ORCID
(depositor	grants	permission)
Record	permissions	in	EPrints
12. 	Please	indicate	the	importance	of	these	criteria.	These	items	relate	to	the
Tier	2	(private)	API
13. 	Do	you	have	any	requirements	for	EPrints	ORCID	integration	not
mentioned	above?		If	you	are	unsure	whether	something	"counts",	please
mention	it	-	duplication	is	better	than	missing	something!
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Page	4:	Comments
14. 	Do	you	have	any	further	comments	to	make	about	EPrints	and	ORCID
integration?
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Page	5:	Thank	you!
Thank	you	for	completing	this	survey.		We	will	collate	responses	from	this
survey	to	propose	a	standard	plugin	or	set	of	plugins	for	EPrints	/
ORCID	integration.
If	you	have	any	comments	or	queries	about	this	survey,	please	contact	Lizz
Jennings	(e.jennings@bath.ac.uk)
